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A Friend In Needâ€¦Needs The SisterhoodWhen it comes to repaying a debt, the women of the

Sisterhoodâ€”Myra, Annie, Kathryn, Alexis, Yoko, Nikki, and Isabelleâ€”never forget. And now one of

their allies needs help only they can give. A powerful attorney with a cut-throat reputation, Lizzie Fox

has just taken on a high-profile new clientâ€”Lily Flowers, the Madam of a high-end bordello

operating under the guise of a summer camp.The chipsâ€”a.k.a. the prominent Washington

politicians who frequent the bordelloâ€”are stacked against Lily and her girls. But one phone call to

the Sisterhood might just swing the vote. And soon, even the highest courts in the land will prove no

match for seven fearless friends determined to ensure that real justice is served, Sisterhood

style.Praise for Fern Michaels and her Sisterhood novelsâ€¦"Delectableâ€¦ deliver[s] revenge

thatâ€™s creatively swift and sweet, Michaels-style." â€”Publishers Weekly on Hokus Pokus
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I thought Razor Sharp was a good read and I enjoyed it, it was fun to see how the ladies can do

things on their own. I do hope Charles returns and that Fern Michaels continues the series. I have

read all of the books in this series and I find them a good read. I would recommend this book to



others but only if they have read the other books in the series otherwise you would not understand

what is happening. Good Book

This book disappointed me because the relationships weren't as center stage as usual. Lizzie and

Cosmo get the best treatment while the other couples are just kind of there in the background as

more of a mention than anything else. Annie and Myra's friendship is featured, but their love

relationships aren't moved that far forward, and Charles' absence isn't covered to either refresh the

memory or clue in a the newbie reader.The ending is rushed, certain details are left open even after

the epilogue, and the ladies just didn't have a lot to do as the others did the bulk of the hard work.

They just showed up towards to the end expose the baddies.The problem with a bankable series is

that the publisher AND the writer may let things slide a bit just so they can get the faithful to line up

for the latest installment. While I'm glad I read the book, this wasn't a true gem by any means.

I have flown through reading this series and I am totally in love with the characters, but this book

isn't as good as the first 13. I don't feel like I even have a good grasp on what happened.1 of the

main characters is missing and it is extremely noticeable. The ending was rushed and almost left as

unfinished.I have too many unanswered questions. The actions of some of the strong, smart

characters I've come to admire were just dumb and not what I had come to expect after being this

far into the series.

Cannot say enough about this book or this series - she also takes characters from other series on

occassion and brings them in to her other series - she lets you know the characters and family

history and keeps the story going as well. I love her series

Good book but slow getting to the exciting part of getting justice. Book rather short in length and not

as good, in my opinion, as the previous Sisterhood books. What I dislike about this book and one

other I read is how the next book in the series is previewed and in this book the next two books

were previewed. It's not a short preview but rather two chapters. Is this really necessary? I think not.

Overall I recommend this book but had a thought that maybe I would stop reading this series for a

while at least because I felt somewhat cheated with this book.

I give 5 stars to every book Fern Michaels writes and add plus signs to her Sisterhood series.!!!!

Hoping for a  gift card to be able to buy on my Kindle and read again.& also the new Godmother



book. Just waiting for my Social Security Check. (3rd of each month). Play for tokens on PCH to

hopefully win one.

This book is wonderful just like all her other books. I'm writing books from . I can download them on

more than one of my devices. What school is if I don't have my email or my tablet and only have my

cell phone I always have something to read and talk about how fast time flies when you're sitting in

the doctor's office waiting forever. I'm telling you ,everyone I read was fantastic.

I love Fern Michaels! The Sisterhood Series is wonderful! I am always anxious for the next

installment of this series. I hope Fern never quits writing about the Sisterhood. As of today, I have

read them all. They are really great reading and Razor Sharp is no exception!Hurry with the next

one, Fern!
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